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Abstract. Generating functions of Poisson structures are special functions which induce,
on open subsets of Rd , a Poisson structure together with the local symplectic groupoid
integrating it. In a previous paper by A. S. Cattaneo, G. Felder and the author, a uni-
versal generating function was provided in terms of a formal power series coming from
Kontsevich star product. The present article proves that this universal generating function
converges for analytical Poisson structures and shows that the induced local symplectic
groupoid coincides with the phase space of Karasev–Maslov.
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0. Introduction
Let U be an open subset of Rd and let S be a function defined on a neighborhood
of {0}×{0}×U in (Rd)∗ × (Rd)∗ ×U . In [2] and in [8], it was shown that if S sat-
isfies the SGS conditions and the SGA equation1 (see Section 2), then S generates
a Poisson structure on U given by
α(x) := ∂
2S
∂p1∂p2
(0,0, x)
together with the local symplectic groupoid integrating it. Its structure maps,
defined on a neighborhood GS(U ) of the zero section in T ∗U , are given by
(p, x) = (0, x) unit map
i(p, x) = (−p, x) inverse map
s(p, x) = ∇p2 S(p,0, x) source map
t (p, x) = ∇p1 S(0, p, x) target map.
Suppose now that we have a Poisson structure α on a manifold M and a local
chart U with coordinates x1, . . . , xd . We may pose the reciprocal problem of
1The SGA equation may be seen as the equation of an associative product in the operad of
exact Lagrangian submanifolds of (T ∗Rd )k ×T ∗Rd where the compositions are given by Symplectic
reduction. See [3] for a presentation of this operad.
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finding a generating function satisfying SGS and SGA on U such that α(x) :=
∂2S
∂p1∂p2
(0,0, x). Thus, solving this problem for S provides an explicit symplectic
realization (in the sense of [14]) of the Poisson manifold (α,U ) as well as an
explicit description of the unique (up to isomorphism) local symplectic groupoid
(see [15]) of (α,U ). As a consequence, observe that knowing the generating func-
tion S of α on U allows us to transform any Hamilton–Poisson system on U
X˙(τ )=α(X (τ ))∇ f (X (τ )), X (0)= ξ ∈U,
where f ∈C∞(U ) into the following Hamilton system on GS(U )⊂ T ∗U
p˙(τ )=−∇x H f (p(τ ),q(τ ))
q˙(τ )=∇p H f (p(τ ),q(τ )),
with Hamiltonian H f =− f ◦ t . The components of the source map s1, . . . , sd are
d constants of motions.
In fact, for any Poisson structure α and any local chart U , we may find a uni-
versal formal generating function for α. This is the main result of [2]. This univer-
sal generating function turns out to be the semi-classical part of Kontsevich star
product associated to α on U ,
S(α)(p1, p2, x)= (p1 + p2)x +
∞∑
n=1
n
n!
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x).
This relates then symplectic groupoids with star products2 as was already foreseen
by Coste et al. in [6]. This universal formula is however not a “true” generat-
ing function in the sense that it is a formal power series in a formal parame-
ter . The main result of this article is the following theorem which states that the
universal generating function converges for analytical Poisson structures and that
the induced local symplectic groupoid coincides with the construction of Karasev–
Maslov [12].
THEOREM 1. Consider a Poisson manifold M with Poisson bivector α such that for
any local chart U and any multi-index β = (β1, . . . , βd)∈Nd
∣∣∂βαi j (x)
∣∣ MU (x)|β|+1,
where MU (x) a positive function.
Then, the universal generating function
S(α)(p1, p2, x)= (p1 + p2)x +
∞∑
n=1
n
n!
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x),
2Since then, Karabegov [9] has shown how to associate a formal symplectic groupoid to a gen-
eral star product on a Poisson manifold. His approach differs essentially from ours by the fact that
he defines a formal symplectic groupoid in terms of the functions on it.
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converges absolutely for  ∈[0,1) and
‖pi‖ 1
64eM2U (x)
, i =1,2.
Moreover, the local symplectic groupoid induced by S on U is exactly the same –
not only isomorphic – as the one constructed by Karasev and Maslov [12]. In partic-
ular, if we consider the Poisson–Hamilton system
X˙(τ )=α(X (τ ))p.
for small p ∈ (Rd)∗, then the end-points of a solution X satisfy X (0)= s(p,q) and
X (1)= t (p,q) for q =∇p2 S(−p, p, X (0))=∇p1 S(p,−p, X (1)).
The proof of this theorem is split between Propositions 1, 2 and 4. Note that
the identification with Karasev local symplectic groupoid on U allows us to patch
all the induced groupoids in the local charts into a global manifold G(U ), which
is the local groupoid integrating (M, α). The question of defining a global gener-
ating function will be addressed elsewhere.
Let us conclude this introduction by mentioning the article [7] which also deals
with generating functions of symplectic groupoids when the base space is a sym-
metric symplectic space. In this context, the generating function is related to the
symplectic area of some geodesic triangles. It would be very interesting to see if
the universal generating function also admits such a geometrical interpretation in
the general case.
This letter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we briefly review standard
results on Poisson manifolds and local symplectic groupoids. Section 2 introduces
the notion of generating functions of Poisson structures and provides examples.
In Section 3, we prove the convergence of the universal generating function for
analytical Poisson structures. In Section 4, we compare the local symplectic grou-
poid generated by this convergent generating function and the one constructed by
Maslov and Karasev [12].
The results presented here are part of the author’s PhD thesis [8] and may be
seen as a natural development of [2].
1. Lie System and Local Symplectic Groupoids
In this section, we present a system of non-linear PDEs on an open subset U of
R
d (that we called the reduced Lie system), and we briefly describe how a solu-
tion of this system generates a local symplectic groupoid structure over U . We also
explain how any solution of the reduced Lie system may be used to transform a
Poisson–Hamilton system on U into a Hamilton system on the local symplectic
groupoid. The results stated here were established by Coste et al. [6], Karasev
[10,11], Karasev and Maslov [12] and Weinstein [14]. Therefore, we refer the
reader to these articles for details and proofs.
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The reduced Lie system. Let U be an open subset of Rd and V be an open
neighborhood of U in T ∗U . We say that the functions si: V →R, i = 1, . . . ,d are
a solution of the reduced Lie system if for all i, j =1, . . . ,d
d∑
u=1
∂si
∂xu
∂s j
∂pu
− ∂s
i
∂pu
∂s j
∂xu
=αi j (s1, . . . , sd), (1)
for some functions αi j:U →R, i, j =1, . . . ,d and the s = (s1, . . . , sd) satisfy the ini-
tial condition s(0, x)= x and the non-degeneracy condition
det
(∇x s(p, x)
) 	=0.
Remark 1.
1. A necessary condition for the existence of a solution is that the matrix
α(x)= (αi j (x))di, j=1 is a Poisson structure on U .
2. If we denote by {, }α the Poisson bracket on U associated to
(
αi j (x)
)d
i, j=1
and by {, }ω the Poisson bracket associated to the canonical symplectic
form ω=dp ∧dq on V ⊂ T ∗U , then the reduced Lie system may be writ-
ten as
{si , s j }ω =αi j (s), i, j =1, . . . ,d.
It implies that s = (s1, . . . , sd) is a Poisson map from (V,ω) to (U, α), i.e.,
that
{s∗ f, s∗g}ω = s∗{ f, g}α.
for all f, g ∈C∞(U ). Such a map is also called a symplectic realization of
the Poisson manifold (U, α).
3. Suppose that s is a solution of the reduced Lie system. The initial and
non-degeneracy conditions imply, by the implicit function theorem, that
there exists an inverse Q such that
Q(p, s(p,q))=q and s(p, Q(p, x))= x .
Hamiltonian lift. Let α be a Poisson structure on U ⊂Rd and let s be a solution
of the reduced Lie system. An easy consequence of the fact that s is a Poisson
map from (V,ω) to (U, α) is the following. The Hamilton–Poisson system on U
with Hamiltonian f ∈C∞(U ), i.e.,
X˙(τ )=αi j (X (τ ))∂ j f (X (τ )), X (0)= ξ ∈U,
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may be lifted to the Hamilton system on V
p˙(τ )=−∇x H f (p(τ ),q(τ ))
q˙(τ )=∇p H f (p(τ ),q(τ )),
with Hamiltonian H f = f ◦ s. In other words, if (p(τ ),q(τ )) is the solution of the
Hamilton system on V , then X (τ ) := s(p(τ ),q(τ )) is the solution of the Poisson
system on U provided that s(p(0),q(0)) = ξ . This Hamilton system possesses d
integrals of the motion. Let us construct them as done in [11]. Consider on U the
time-dependent Hamiltonian K (x, t)=〈Q(−pt, x), p〉. Denote by φτK the flow gen-
erated by K and define
t (p,q) :=φτK (s(p,q))
∣∣
τ=1.
In [11], it is shown that t = (t1, . . . , td) is the only map such that
{t i , t j }ω(p, x)=−αi j (t (x, p)), (2)
{si , t j }ω(p, x)=0 (3)
t (0, x)= x and det (∇x t (p, x)
) 	=0. (4)
Thus, we may easily prove from (3) that t = (t1, . . . , td) constitute d constants
of the motion of the Hamilton system on V . The system of PDEs defined by
Equations (1), (2) and (3) together with the respective initial and non-degeneracy
conditions for s and t is called the Lie system.
Local groupoid structure. We may now describe the local symplectic groupoid
over U generated by a solution of the Lie system. Suppose that (s, t) is a solution
of the Lie system defined on a open neighborhood GU(s, t) of U in T ∗U . Thus,
GU(s, t) inherits from T ∗U the canonical symplectic form dp∧dq turning it into a
symplectic manifold. This will be the local symplectic groupoid over U associated
to a solution of the Lie system. The structure maps are namely given by s for the
source, by t for the target and by (x) = (0, x) for the unit  : U →GU(s, t). The
crucial point is to define the product and the inverse in the following way. Take
(p, x)∈GU(s, t). If p is small enough, it is always possible to find a time-depen-
dent Hamiltonian fτ ∈C∞(U ), τ ∈R+, such that the flow ΨτH of its Hamiltonian
lift H =− fτ ◦ t ∈C∞(GU(s, t)) carries (0, s(p, x)) to (p, x) in time τ =1. Then, the
inverse of (p, x) is defined as
i(p, x)= (ΨτH
)−1∣∣τ=1
(
0, t (p, x)
)
, (5)
and for any ( p¯, x¯) such that s(p, x)= t ( p¯, x¯), the product between the two points
is defined as
(
(p, x), ( p¯, x¯)
) :=ΨτH
(
( p¯, x¯)
)∣∣
τ=1. (6)
This local symplectic groupoid is essentially unique, see for instance [6] and [11]
for details and proofs.
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2. Generating Functions and Local Symplectic Groupoids
In this section, we consider special functions which induce on an open subset U of
R
d both a Poisson structure and the local groupoid which integrates it. As these
functions are in fact usual generating functions of some Lagrangian submanifolds,
we will call them generating functions of the local symplectic groupoid or of the
associated Poisson structure. We will see how such generating functions provide
explicit solutions of the Lie system. Let us first recall what we mean by generat-
ing functions in the context of cotangent bundle.
DEFINITION 1. (GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF EXACT LAGRANGIAN
SUBMANIFOLDS) Consider the cotangent bundle T ∗Q over a manifold Q endowed
with its canonical symplectic form ω = −dθ . Then every 1-form µ ∈ Ω1(Q) can be
considered as an embedding of Q in T ∗Q (µ(Q) ⊂ T ∗Q). This embedding gives
a Lagrangian submanifold when µ∗ω = 0, i.e., when µ is closed (namely µ∗ω =
−µ∗dθ =−dµ∗θ =−dµ)). We can then associate to each closed one-form a Lagrang-
ian submanifold of T ∗Q. Moreover when µ is exact µ=dS, S ∈C∞(Q) we call S the
generating function of µ(Q).
We introduce some notations. Let U ⊂Rd be an open set. Then set
Bn(U ) :=
(
R
d∗)n ×U, B0n (U ) := {0}n ×U
Bn := Bn(Rd), B0n := B0n (Rd).
DEFINITION 2 (SGA AND SGS). Let U ⊂Rd be an open subset. We say that a
function S ∈C∞(B2) satisfies the Symplectic Groupoid Associativity (SGA) equation3
on U if for each (p1, p2, p3, x)∈ B3(U ) sufficiently close from B03 (U ) the following
implicit equation for x¯, p¯, x˜ and p˜,
x¯ =∇p1 S( p¯, p3, x), p¯ =∇x S(p1, p2, x¯),
x˜ =∇p2 S(p1, p˜, x), p˜ =∇x S(p2, p3, x˜),
has an unique solution and if the following additional equation holds
S(p1, p2, x¯)+ S( p¯, p3, x)− x¯ p¯ = S(p2, p3, x˜)+ S(p1, p˜, x)− x˜ p˜.
3The SGA equation may also be written as
Stat( p¯,x¯)
{
S(p1, p2, x¯)+ S( p¯, p3, x)− x¯ p¯
}=Stat( p˜,x˜)
{
S(p2, p3, x˜)+ S(p1, p˜, x)− x˜ p˜
}
where Statx { f (x)} denote the value of the function f at the “stationary” point x¯ , i.e., the point x¯
such that ∇ f (x¯)= 0. Note that we require the stationary points ( p¯, x¯) and ( p˜, x˜) to be unique in
order the definition to make sense.
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Moreover, if S(p,0, x) = S(0, p, x) = px and S(p,−p, x) = 0, we say that S sat-
isfies the symplectic groupoid structure (SGS) conditions. At last, a function S ∈
C∞(B2) satisfying both the SGA equation and the SGS conditions will be called a
symplectic groupoid generating function on U or simply, when no ambiguities arise,
a generating function.
Let S be a generating function on U . We define the phase space of S on U by
GU(S) :=
{
(p, x)∈ T ∗U :∇p1 S(0, p, x)∈U and ∇p2 S(p,0, x)∈U
}
.
It is easy to see from the SGS conditions that GU(S) is an neighborhood of the
zero section in T ∗U . Thus, GU(S) inherits the canonical symplectic structure of
T ∗U , turning GU(S) into a symplectic manifold. We proved in [2] and [8] that the
matrix
α(x)=
(
2∇p1k ∇p2l S(0,0, x)
)d
k,l=1
is a Poisson structure on U . For this reason, we call S the generating function of
the Poisson structure α. Moreover, the maps defined by
s(p, x)=∇p2 S(p,0, x) and t (p, x)=∇p1 S(0, p, x)
constitute a solution of the Lie system on (U, α). In particular s is a symplectic
realization of the Poisson manifold (U, α), i.e., a Poisson map from the symplec-
tic manifold (GS(U ),dp ∧dq) into the Poisson manifold (U, α). The local inverses
of s and t are given by the explicit formulas
Q(p, x)=∇p2 S(−p, p, x) and Q˜(p, x)=∇p1 S(p,−p, x).
Finally, summarizing the facts above, we have shown that GS(U ) is the local sym-
plectic groupoid integrating α with target t , source s, unit (x)= (0, x) and inverse
i(p, x)= (−p, x). The multiplication space GS(U )(m) is the graph of dS.
Let us go through a series of examples.
EXAMPLE 1. The function S(p1, p2, x)=〈x,µ(p1, p2)〉 where µ: Rd∗×Rd∗→Rd∗
is a bilinear associative map on Rd
∗
always satisfies the SGA equation. We get
immediately that
x¯ =〈x,∇p1µ( p˜, p2)〉, p¯ =µ(p1, p2), x˜ =〈x,∇p2µ(p2, p˜)〉, p˜ =µ(p2, p3).
An easy computation shows that S satisfies the SGA equation iff
µ(p1,µ(p2, p3))=µ(µ(p1, p2), p3).
The matrix
∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x)=
(
2xi
∂µi
∂p1k∂p
2
l
(0,0, x)
)d
k,l=1
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is a Poisson structure if µ satisfies
µ(p,0)=µ(0, p)= p and µ(p,−p)=µ(−p, p)=0.
Notice that it is possible to find a function S ∈C∞(B2) which satisfies the SGA
equation but not the SGS conditions.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider T ∗R2 and identify R2∗ with the complex plane. We define
S as above with µ(p1, p2)= p1 p2 induced by the complex multiplication. Thus,
S
(
(p1x , p
1
y), (p
2
x , p
2
y), (x, y)
)= x(p1x p2x − p1y p2y)+ y(p1x p2y + p1y p2x )
satisfies the SGA equation but not the SGS conditions. By the way the matrix
∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x)=
(
x y
y −x
)
is not a Poisson matrix.
EXAMPLE 3. Let µ : Rd∗×Rd∗→Rd∗ be the vector addition. Then, this time,
S(p1, p2, x) = x(p1 + p2) satisfies not only the SGA equation but also the SGS
conditions. The associate structure of symplectic groupoid is the trivial one. The
structure maps are s(p, x)= x , t (p, x)= x , (x)= (0, x) i(p, x)= (−p, x). The com-
position is the fiberwise addition. Moreover the induced Poisson structure on the
base is the null Poisson structure.
EXAMPLE 4. Consider S(p1, p2, x)= x(p1 + p2)+ αi j p1i p2j where (αi j )di, j=1 is a
matrix. We get that
x¯ l = xl + αl j p3j , p¯l = p1l + p2l , x˜ l = xl + αil p1i , p˜l = p2l + p3l .
One sees easily that S satisfies the SGA equation for any matrix (αi j )di, j=1. More-
over,
∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x)= (αi j )di, j=1.
Imposing the SGS conditions to S is equivalent to say that the matrix (αi j )di, j=1 is
skew-symmetric, which also imply that ∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x) is a Poisson structure of
constant rank. The multiplication space can then be described as
GmS =
{(
(p1, x + αp2), (p2, x − αp1), (p1 + p2, x)
)
, (p1, p2, x)∈ B2
}
.
The symplectic groupoid structure maps are given by
(x)= (0, x)
i(p, x)= (−p, x)
s(p, x)= x − αp
t (p, x)= x + αp.
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EXAMPLE 5. Suppose Rd
∗
is given the structure of a Lie algebra, i.e., there is
a Lie bracket [, ] : Rd∗×Rd∗→Rd∗. In components we have [p1, p2]k = αi jk p1i p2j
where the αi jk ’s are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. The Baker–Campell–
Hausdorff formula
C B H(p1, p2)= p1 + p2 + 12 [p1, p2]+
1
12
(
[p1, [p2, p2]]+ [p2, [p2, p1]]
)
+· · · ,
induces a structure of group law in a neighborhood of 0 in Rd∗. As in Example 1,
define
S(p1, p2, x)=
〈
x,
1

C B H (p1, p2)
〉
.
S satisfies the SGA equation because of the associativity of CBH. Moreover, S
satisfies also the SGS conditions. The induced Poisson structure on Rd is
∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x)= (αi jk xk)di, j=1.
Notice that, in this case, the induced Poisson structure is linear.
3. The Universal Generating Function
A generating function S produces a Poisson structure on U together with the
local symplectic groupoid integrating it. In [2], the reciprocal problem was for-
mally solved. Namely, for every Poisson structure α on an open subset U of Rd ,
we may find a formal power series which is formally a generating function of the
Poisson structure. It turns out to be the semi-classical part of the Kontsevich star-
product on U . In this section, we will first briefly recall the material necessary to
write down this formal generating function, i.e., the Kontsevich graphs, weights
and operators (we also refer the reader to the original article [13]). Then, we will
show the convergence of this generating function for analytical Poisson structures
giving thus a true generating function, as well as an explicit solution of the Lie
system.
3.1. KONTSEVICH GRAPHS, WEIGHTS AND OPERATORS
A Kontsevich graph Γ of type (n,m) is a directed graph Γ= (EΓ, VΓ) which has the
following additional structures:
• It possesses two types of vertices VΓ = V aΓ unionsq V gΓ , the aerial vertices
V aΓ ={1, . . . ,n} and the ground vertices V gΓ ={1¯, . . . , m¯} .
• Each aerial vertex possesses exactly two ordered edges starting from it. The
edge set can be described as EΓ ={(k, γ i (k)), k = 1, . . . ,n, i = 1,2} where
γ i : V aΓ → VΓ, i =1,2 (sometimes we denote the two edges of a vertex k by e1k
and e2k ).
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• For each aerial vertex v we do not allow small loops (i.e., that γ i (v)=v) and
double edges (i.e., that γ 1(v)=γ 2(v)).
We denote the set of Kontsevich graphs of type (n,m) by Gn,m and we set |Γ| :=n
for Γ∈ Gn,m . Let 
(Γ)= (V aΓ , EaΓ) be the restriction of Γ∈ Gn,m to the aerial ver-
tices. The legs of Γ are the edges defined by EgΓ = EΓ\EaΓ. Thus, 
(Γ) is Γ with-
out its ground vertices and legs. We say that a Kontsevich graph Γ is connected if

(Γ) is connected in the usual sense. The connected components of a Kontsevich
graph Γ are the usual connected components of 
(Γ) to which we add the legs
back. We say that a connected Kontsevich graph Γ is a Kontsevich tree if 
(Γ) is a
tree (i.e., a connected graph without cycle). Denote by Tn,m the set of Kontsevich
trees of type (n,m).
Given a Poisson structure α on Rd , we may associate to each graph Γ∈ Gn,m
an m-multidifferential operator on C∞(Rd). The general formula is the following
BΓ( f1 . . . , fm) :=
∑
I :EΓ→{1,...,d}
[ ∏
k∈V aΓ


∏
e∈EΓ
e=(∗,k)
∂I (e)

α
I (e1k )I (e
2
k )
]×
×
∏
i∈V gΓ


∏
e∈EΓ
e=(∗,i)
∂I (e)

 fi .
We call BˆΓ the symbol of BΓ. It may be defined by the formula4
BΓ(ep1x , . . . , epm x )= BˆΓ(p1, . . . , pm, x)e(p1+···+pm )x .
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the Kontsevich graph of type (n,2) in Figure 1. The
Kontsevich bidifferential operator associated to it is given by
BΓ( f, g)(x)=
∑
1≤i, j,k,l,m,n≤d
αi j (x)∂n∂ jαkl(x)αmn(x)∂k f (x)∂i∂l∂m g(x).
As for the symbol, we have
BˆΓ(p1, p2, x)=
∑
1≤i, j,k,l,m,n≤d
αi j (x)∂n∂ jαkl(x)αmn(x)p1k p
2
i p
2
l p
2
m .
Associated to each Kontsevich graph Γ ∈ Gn,m , there is also a number, the
Kontsevich weight WΓ. As the graphs involved in the expression of the formal gen-
erating function are of type (n,2), we define the weights only for these graphs.
4We use the notation px to mean the sum
∑d
i=1 pi xi for x ∈Rd and p ∈ (Rd )∗.
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2
1 3
Figure 1. A Kontsevich graph Γ of type (n,2).
(it makes things easier to write but the generalization is however straightforward).
To begin with, consider the set
Mn :=
{
(z1, . . . , zn) : zi ∈H and zi 	= z j , for i, j =1, . . . ,n
}
,
where H is the hyperbolic upper half complex plane. Mn is a real non-compact
manifold of dimension 2n. It may be compactified into a compact manifold with
corners Mn in which Mn is an open stratum. In this short exposition, we will avoid
to discuss the compactification issues and do as if Mn were compact. Construc-
tions, details and proofs may be found in [13]. For each graph Γ∈ Gn,2, we con-
struct a map ψΓ from Mn into (S1 × S1)n in the following way. We set
ψΓ(z1, . . . , zn)=
(
φh(z1, zγ 1(1)), φ
h(z1, zγ 2(1)), . . .
. . . , φh(zn, zγ 1(n)), φ
h(zn, zγ 2(n))
)
.
where
φh(z1, z2) := 12i ln
z1 − z2
z¯1 − z2
z1 − z¯2
z¯1 − z¯2 (7)
is the hyperbolic angle between the geodesic5 passing through z1 and z2 and the
geodesic perpendicular to the real axis and passing through z1 in the hyperbolic
plane H. (S1 × S1)n is endowed with a canonical volume form
ωV = 1
(2π)n
dφ11 ∧dφ21 ∧· · ·∧dφ1n ∧dφ2n ,
where φ11 , φ
2
1 , . . . , φ
1
n , φ
2
n are the angle coordinates of (S1 × S1)n . The Kontsevich
weight of Γ is given by integrating the pullback of ωV by ψΓ on Mn
WΓ :=
∫
Mn
ψ∗ΓωV . (8)
At this point, we have all necessary ingredients to write the universal formal gen-
erating function associated to a Poisson structure α on a open subset U of Rd .
It is given by the formula
5The geodesics of the hyperbolic plane H := {z ∈C : z >0} are arcs of circles and segments of
lines which are perpendicular to the real axis.
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S(α)(p1, p2, x)= (p1 + p2)x +
∞∑
n=1
n
n!
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x),
where x ∈U ⊂Rd , p1, p2 ∈ (Rd)∗ and  is a formal parameter. We refer the reader
to [2] for the proof that S(α) is a formal generating function of α.
3.2. CONVERGENCE OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION
We show in the following proposition that S(α) converges for  ∈ (0,1) and small
p1, p2 if the Poisson structure α is analytical.
PROPOSITION 1. Consider a Poisson manifold M with Poisson bivector α such
that for any local chart U
∣∣∂βαi j (x)
∣∣ MU (x)|β|+1,
where β = (β1, . . . , βd)∈Nd is a multi-index and MU (x) a positive function. Then, the
universal generating function
S(α)(p1, p2, x)= (p1 + p2)x +
∞∑
n=1
n
n!
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x),
converges absolutely for  ∈[0,1) and
‖pi‖ 1
64eM2U (x)
, i =1,2.
This follows from a sequence of Lemmas. The involved arguments are similar
to those of [1] where the linear Poisson structure case is considered.
Proof of Proposition 1
LEMMA 1. Let Γ∈ Tn,2, p1, p2 ∈ Bρ(0). Then,
∣∣BˆΓ(p1, p2, x)
∣∣ M2n−1ρn+1.
Proof. The estimate follows from that BˆΓ is a (n +1)-homogeneous polynomial
in the p variables and an n-homogeneous polynomial in α. Moreover, there are
exactly n −1 derivatives differentiating the α’s.
LEMMA 2. |Tn,2|(16e)nn!
Proof. The graphs in Tn,2 are exactly the graphs in Gn,2 such that 
(Γ) is a tree,
i.e., a graph without cycle. Thus, a graph Γ∈ Tn,2 may be described by specifying
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(Γ), nn−2 choices, by giving each edge of 
(Γ) an orientation, 2n−1 choices, by
specifying for each vertex of 
(Γ) if it has two outgoing edges going to {1¯, 2¯},
just one or none, 4n choices, and, at last, by giving the labeling 1 or 2 for each
edge, 2n choices. This procedure of counting is far from optimal. We count too
many graphs and also graphs which are even not Kontsevich graphs. However,
each graph in Tn,2 is counted once. It gives us then the very crude estimate,
|Tn,2|nn−22n−14n2n
nn16n,
which finishes the proof since nn n!en .
DEFINITION 3. Let Γ∈ Gn,2. An aerial vertex v ∈ V aΓ is called a initial vertex if
it has no incoming edge. A initial vertex v∈ V aΓ is called initial vertex of type 1 if
one of γ 1(v), γ 2(v) is in {1¯, 2¯} and the other is an aerial vertex. A initial vertex
v ∈ V aΓ is called initial vertex of type 2 if both γ 1(v) and γ 2(v) are aerial vertices.
Trivially, there can be no initial vertex v such that γ 1(v), γ 2(v)∈{1¯, 2¯}.
LEMMA 3. Let be Γ∈ Tn,2. Then, Γ has at least one initial vertex.
Proof. Suppose Γ has no initial vertex. Let us construct the following sequence
of vertices. Take v0 ∈ V aΓ . As v0 is not a initial vertex, we may chose for v1 any
vertex such that (v1, v0)∈ EΓ. As there is no initial vertex, we can repeat this pro-
cedure infinitely many times. The result is an infinite sequence of vertices {vl}l≥0
of V aΓ . Now, as Γ is a Kontsevich tree, there must be no i, j such that vi =v j , this
is a contradiction with the fact that V aΓ is a finite set.
DEFINITION 4. Consider Γ∈ Gn,m . Let A ⊂ VΓ. We call Γ/A the restriction of Γ
to A. It is the graph with vertex set A and edges EΓ ∩ (A × A). We call Γ(A) the
contraction of Γ to A. It is the graph with vertex set (VΓ\A)unionsq{∗} (the vertices of
A are contracted to a single vertex ∗) and edges (i, j)∈ EΓ where i is replaced by
the new vertex ∗ in Γ(A) if i ∈ A and the same for j (simple loops are deleted).
Note that the resulting graphs might not be Kontsevich graphs.
LEMMA 4. Let Γ∈ Tn,2. Then, we have the following alternative:
1. There is a initial vertex of type 1, v ∈ V aΓ , such that Γ|VΓ\{v} ∈ Tn−1,2.
2. There is a initial vertex of type 2, v ∈ V aΓ , such that the connected components
of Γ|VΓ\{v} are two trees Γk ∈ Tk,2 and Γl ∈ Tl,2, for certain k and l such that
k + l =n −1.
Proof. Take Γ∈ Tn,2. Consider v an initial vertex in Γ. If v is of type 1, we are
finished. If v is not of type 1, take another initial vertex. If this other vertex is of
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n–1 k l
Case 2Case 1
Figure 2. Illustration of Lemma 4.
type 1, we are finished. If there no initial vertex of type 1, there must be at least
one initial vertex v of type 2. The restriction of 
(Γ) to V aΓ \{v} separate 
(Γ)
in two disjoint components 
k(Γ) and 
l(Γ). They are disjoint otherwise there
would be a cycle in 
(Γ). Now, it is easy to see that 
k is a tree with k verti-
ces and 
l a tree with l vertices such that k + l =n −1 (if not 
(Γ) is not a tree).
Denote by Γk (resp. Γl ) the tree 
k (reps. 
l ) to which we have added the legs
back. Trivially, Γk and Γl are the connected components of Γ|VΓ\{v} and Γk ∈ Tk,2,
Γl ∈ Tl,2.
LEMMA 5. For any Γ∈ Tn,2 and for any (φ11 , φ21 , . . . , φ1n , φ2n)∈ (S1 × S1)n , there are
at most 4n elements (z1, . . . , zn)∈ Mn such that
ψΓ(z1, . . . , zn)= (φ11 , φ21 , . . . , φ1n , φ2n).
Proof. Fix two angles φ1, φ2 and two points z1, z2∈H. There are at most 4 z ∈
H such that φh(z, z1)=φ1 and φh(z, z2)=φ2. Namely, we see from (7) that z must
be solution of the quadratic system of equations
eiφk (z¯ − zk)(z¯ − z¯k)= e−iφk(z − zk)(z − z¯k), k =1,2,
which is equivalent to ask that
Im(eiφk (z¯ − zk)(z¯ − z¯k))=0, k =1,2.
Thus, the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of z must satisfies a system of two
quadratic equations, which has at most four solutions. Similarly, the equation
ψΓ(z1, . . . , zn) = (φ11 , φ21 , . . . , φ1n , φ2n), is equivalent to a system of 2n quadratic
equations for the 2n coordinates of (z1, . . . , zn). If non-degenerate, this system has
at most 4n solutions. However, there are graphs Γ and angle values φ for which
this system is degenerate and hence the fiber ψ−1Γ ( φ) infinite (consider for instance
the Kontsevich graph Γ∈G2,2 with one loop, and angle π2 for the two legs, π and
2π for the aerial edges). We see, by induction, that it is never the case for the
Kontsevich trees.
Namely, for n = 1, clearly |ψ−1Γ (φ1, φ2)|4. Suppose now that the claim is true
for all Kontsevich trees in Tu,2 for u = 1, . . . ,n − 1. Then, Lemma 4, tells us that
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we have an alternative. If we are in the first case clearly by induction we have
|φ−1Γ ( φ)|4n−14=4n . In the second case, we have that, |φ−1Γ ( φ)|4k4l4=4n .
COROLLARY 1. For any Γ∈ Tn,2, we have that |WΓ|4n .
This corollary holds in fact for any graph in Gn,2 thanks to an adapted version
of Lemma 2.3 of [1].
Now, supposing without restricting the generality, that Mx > 1, we can do the
following estimate:
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=1
n
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∞∑
n=1
n
n! (16e)
nn!4n M2n−1ρn+1

∞∑
n=1
n
(
64eM2
)n
ρn+1
 1
64eM2
∞∑
n=1
n, p1, p2 ∈ Bρ(0),
which gives the desired result.
4. Comparison with Karasev Symmetric Solution
4.1. THE ANALYTICAL CASE
We consider a Poisson manifold M with a Poisson structure α such that in every
chart U for each x ∈U there exists a positive function MU (x) such that
∣∣∂βαi j (x)
∣∣ MU (x)|β|+1,
for all i, j = 1, . . . ,d and for all multi-index β = (β1, . . . , βd)∈Nd . We may assign
to each chart U the generating function,
S(p1, p2, x)= x(p1 + p2)+
∞∑
n=1
n
n!
∑
Γ∈Tn,2
WΓ BˆΓ(p1, p2, x)
which is convergent, thanks to Proposition 1, for (p1, p2, x) taken in a suitable
neighborhood of B02 (U ). In particular, there exists a neighborhood GU(S) such
that B01 (U )⊂GU(S)⊂ T ∗U and on which
s(p,q)=∇p2 S(p,0, x) and t (p,q)=∇p1 S(0, p,q),
take their values in U for all (p,q) ∈ GU(S). For convenience, set B(x) :=
2∇p1∇p2 S(0,0, x) = 2α(x). The following Proposition tells us that the points
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x0 = s(p,q) and x1 = t (p,q) are the end points of a curve x(τ ) in U satisfying
a Hamilton-Poisson differential on U with the linear Hamiltonian l p(x)= px and
initial condition s(p,q).
PROPOSITION 2. Let ( p¯, q¯)∈GU(S). Consider the Poisson equation
x˙ i (τ )= Bi j (x(τ )) p¯ j , x(0)= s( p¯, q¯).
Then,
x(1)= t ( p¯, q¯).
Moreover, the Hamilton system associated to H(p,q)=−t∗l p(p,q), l p¯(x)=〈 p¯, x〉,
on GU(S) takes the point (0, s( p¯, q¯)) to the point ( p¯, q¯) in time t =1.
Proof. Consider the Hamilton function l p¯(x) = 〈 p¯, x〉 on U . The vector fields
−ωt∗dl p and Bdl p¯ are t-related. Thus, the solution (p(τ ),q(τ )) of the Hamilton
system on GU(S),
p˙ =
〈
∂
∂q
t (p,q), p¯
〉
, p(0)=0, (9)
q˙ =−
〈
∂
∂p
t (p,q), p¯
〉
, q(0)= s( p¯, q¯) (10)
projects to the solution x(τ ) = t (p(τ ),q(τ )) of the Poisson system x˙ = B(x)p,
x(0)= s( p¯, q¯). Remark now that for all q we have that
〈
∂t
∂q
(t p¯,q), p¯
〉
= 〈∇x∇p1 S(0, t p¯,q), p¯
〉
= p¯ +
∑
i≥1
i
〈
∇x∇p1 S(i) (t p¯,0,q), p¯
〉
= p¯,
as for i 1, S(i) is a sum over Kontsevich’s trees. Thus, if we insert p(τ ) = p¯t
in (9) and in (10), Equation (9) is trivially always satisfied and System (9)–(10) is
reduced to a single equation on q(τ )
q˙ =−
〈
∂t
∂p
( p¯t,q), p¯
〉
, q(0)= s( p¯, q¯).
For small p¯, there always exists a unique solution for q(τ ) and as for all t we
have that s(p(τ ),q(τ ))= s( p¯, q¯), then
q(τ )= Q( p¯t, s( p¯, q¯)).
Thus, q(1)= Q( p¯, s( p¯, q¯))= q¯ and we finally get that
t ( p¯, q¯)= t (p(1),q(1))= x(1).
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In [10] and [11], Karasev gives another local solution of the Lie system on U .
Take a point x ∈U and a point p ∈Rd∗ small enough so that the Poisson system
x˙ i = Bi j (x)p j , x(0)= x
has a solution x(τ ) defined for t ∈[−1,1]. Consider the function
Q′(p, x)=
∫ 1
0
x(τ )dτ.
If p is small enough, we may invert this function. We define the source of the
point (p,q) as
s′(p,q)= x, q = Q′(p, x).
The target is defined as t ′(p, x)= s′(−p, x). It happens that (s′, t ′) is a solution of
the Lie system in a neighborhood of the null section. This solution is called the
symmetric solution. The next natural question to ask is how this symmetric solu-
tion compares to the one given by the generating function. For that purpose, we
will use a Proposition proved in [10] and [11] by Karasev. Before stating the Prop-
osition, let us give a definition.
DEFINITION 5. Let (s, t) be a solution of the Lie system. Consider the following
differential equation for p(τ ),
p˙ =
〈
∂t
∂q
(p, Q(p, x0)), p¯
〉
, p(0)=0, x0 ∈U. (11)
Then, define the exponential map associated to (s, t) as,
expx0( p¯) := p(1).
PROPOSITION 3 (KARASEV [11]). Let (s, t) and (s′, t ′) be two solutions of the
Lie system on U and let exp and exp′ be their associated exponential maps. Then,
the transformation
p′ = exp′x (exp−1x )(p)
q ′ = Q′(p′, x), x = s(p,q),
is a symplectic map and satisfies
s′(p′,q ′)= s(p,q), t ′(p′,q ′)= t (p,q).
With the help of this Proposition, we may compare the symmetric solution and
the one given by the generating function. In fact, in [11], Karasev proves that
for the symmetric solution (s′, t ′) of the Lie system, exp′x (p)= p. As for the one
given by the generating function, we get from the proof of Proposition 2 also that
expx (p)= p.
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PROPOSITION 4 (COMPARISON). The solution (s, t) of the Lie system given by
the symplectic groupoid generating function is exactly the symmetric solution, i.e.,
if we consider the Poisson system
x˙ i (τ )= Bi j (x)p j , x(0)= x,
then,
Q(p, x)=
∫ 1
0
x(τ ) dτ =∇p2 S(−p, p, x),
Q(p, s(p,q))=q, s(p, Q(p, x))= x .
Proof. Consider the symmetric solution (s′, t ′). In this case, by Proposition 3,
the Karasev transformation relating (s, t) and (s′, t ′) takes the form
p′ = p,
q ′ = Q′(p, s(p,q)).
This transformation is also symplectic. This imposes on the transformation that
∂q ′
∂q
= id and ∂q
′
∂p
=
(∂q ′
∂p
)∗
.
Hence,
∂q ′
∂q
= ∂Q
′
∂x
(p, x)
∂s
∂q
(p,q)= id .
As we also have that
∂Q
∂x
(p, x)
∂s
∂q
(p,q)= id,
then,
∂Q′
∂x
(p, x)= ∂Q
∂x
(p, x),
for all p, x . Thus,
Q′(p, x)= Q(p, x)+C(p), (12)
and the Karasev transformation becomes
p′ = p,
q ′ = Q(p, s(p,q))+C(p)=q +C(p).
Now,
∂q ′
∂p
=
(∂q ′
∂p
)∗
,
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implies that
∂C
∂p
(p)=
(∂C
∂p
(p)
)∗
.
Hence, by Stokes, there exists a function f : Rd∗ → R such that C(p) = ∇ f (p).
Now, as we have for all p, x and λ∈R that,
〈Q(λp, x), p〉=〈x, p〉, 〈Q′(λp, x), p〉=〈x, p〉.
Equation (12) gives that
〈C(λp), p〉=〈∇ f (λp), p〉=0.
As
d
dλ
f (λp)=〈∇ f (λp), p〉=0,
we get that f (λp)= f (0), i.e., f is constant and finally
∇ f (p)= c(p)=0
which completes the proof.
4.2. THE SMOOTH CASE AND FORMAL SYMPLECTIC GROUPOIDS
If the Poisson structure α on U is only smooth, we can not guarantee that the
generating function S converges anymore. The induced symplectic groupoid is
then only a formal one. On the other hand, we may still consider the Karasev–
Maslov construction for the formal Poisson structure B = 2α, where  is a for-
mal parameter. This leads also to a formal symplectic groupoid which, we will see,
coincides with the one coming from the generating function exactly as in the ana-
lytical case. We will only show that the formal source of both formal symplectic
groupoids are equal as all the other structures may be recovered from the source.
Let us denote by s¯ the formal source coming from the Karasev–Maslov con-
struction and by s the one coming from the generating function. The formal solu-
tion X(t) of the Poisson system X(t)= B(X (t))p is then a formal power series
of the form X(t) = x + 2(t)α(x)p + O((t)2). The first order computation for
the source of Karasev–Maslov yields s¯l(p, x)= xl + αkl(x)pk +O(2). Obviously,
s¯(p, x)= x + s¯1(p, x)+ 2s¯2(p, x)+· · · is a formal solution of the formal Lie sys-
tem for B on U , which means in particular that we have at order n that
∂s¯
j
n
∂pi
− ∂s¯
i
n
∂p j
= Hn(s¯1, . . . , s¯n−1),
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where Hn is a certain function depending only on s¯1, . . . , s¯n−1. Suppose now by
induction that sk = s¯k for k =1, . . . ,n −1. As s also satisfies the formal Lie system
(see [2]), we have that the difference gn := sn − s¯n satisfies
∂g jn
∂pi
− ∂g
i
n
∂p j
=0.
This implies by Stokes that there is a function fn(p, x) such that ∇p fn(p, x)= gn .
Now we have that
d
dλ
fn(λp, x)=〈∇p fn(λp, x), p〉=〈sn(λp, x), p〉−〈s¯n(λp, x), p〉.
One sees easily that 〈s(λp, x), p〉 = 〈s¯(λp, x), p〉 = 〈x, p〉 and, consequently, that
fn(p, x) does not depend on p. Thus gn = sn − s¯n =0. As the formal source coming
from the Karasev–Maslov construction and the one coming from the generating
function have both the same first order term, they are equal.
Given a smooth Poisson structure α, we may also consider the Poisson sigma
model of Cattaneo–Felder (see [4]) to get a formal symplectic groupoid. The idea
is to replace the Gauss law by its formal version
X˙(t)= α(X (t))η(t),
as well as the symmetries by their formal version. An element in the formal sym-
plectic groupoid is an equivalence class of perturbative solutions
[(X0 + X1 +· · · , η0 + η1 +· · · )] .
The comparison with the formal symplectic groupoid coming from the generating
function is more involved and will be the subject of a subsequent work. Note also
that the approach of Crainic and Fernandes (see [5]) may also lead to formal sym-
plectic groupoids.
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